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A few words…
Ramakrishna Mission, Singapore
is a branch of the Ramakrishna
Order of India, worldwide
spiritual and welfare organisation.
Like the other branches in AsiaOceania, North & South America,
Europe and Africa, the Centre is a
self-sustaining unit that looks to
the Ramakrishna Order of Monks
for spiritual guidance.
The Centre primarily bases its
teachings on the System of
Vedanta, which combines both the
religion and philosophy of the
Hindus, especially as propounded
and practised by Bhagawan Sri
Ramakrishna (1836-1886), his
spiritual consort and companion
Holy Mother Sri Sarada Devi
(1853-1920) and his chief disciple
Swami Vivekananda (1863-1902)
and also his monastic and
householder disciples.

Vedanta teaches that every soul is
potentially divine and that its
divinity may be manifested
through worship, contemplation,
unselfish work, and philosophical
discrimination. According to
Vedanta, Truth is universal and all
humankind and all existence are
one. It preaches the unity of the
Godhead, or ultimate Reality, and
accepts every faith as a valid
means for its own followers to
realise the Truth.
The Singapore branch of the
Mission maintains a Ramakrishna
Temple and runs a Boys’ Home, a
Sarada KG School and a WINGS
Counselling Centre. The other
activities include Discourses,
Library, Homeo Clinic, Yoga
Training, Sanskrit classes, sale of
Publications and a Quarterly
Magazine NIRVANA.

President’s Page
Transience
Some truths come to us when we lie
back restfully, allowing our intuitive self
to take charge of her conscious mind.
Such truths, which we tend to ignore or
forget about once our busy, everyday
selves take over have perhaps existed
even before their discovery – ever-lasting,
imperishable, perennial.
Finite time waits for some
extraordinary personalities to come to
discover such infinite truths. The force of
gravity had always existed but the world
waited for Sir Isaac Newton to notice a
single apple fall and discover the law that
determined such a fall. Similarly, the
animate world by its very nature changes
continuously. Yet it was Lord Buddha
who realized this truth and gave the
famous dictum ‘Sarvam Kshnikam
Kshanikam’.
All that is born has to die. This
relentless process of moving towards
death is called transience or change.
When the state of existence shifts to a
higher or lower plane, we call it change.
Change seems to be the essential nature
of everything.
The Vedanta philosophy says that to
find an unchanging reality behind this
changing world is the goal of human life.
The world is the series of changing
images that appear on the screen. But it is
the screen which is the unchanging part
of the whole process.
It is human nature that we
spontaneously love things which change
less or changes slowly. The fossils of the
prehistoric period are an object of
curiosity because they have not changed
much in the past million years. In
happiness and sorrow, in good or bad,
one whose mind and attitude does not
change, we adore that person. We love
gold more than any metal because there
is less decay in that. We love permanency.
We love the unchanging state.
Yet we are so habituated to see
change around us that we have forgotten
that we ourselves are an unchanging

reality. We perceive things because they
are changing. No object can exist without
change. Actually, it is change which gives
the sense of existence of an object to our
eyes. When we rotate a torch in the dark,
a circle is created. Does that circle really
exist? It is the rotating movement that
gives rise to the existence of the circle. If
there is no rotating movement, the circle
will not exist.
Our body continuously gets rid of
dead cells and continuously new cells are
produced. So much so, that within 7-8
years our whole-body changes. The
moment the process of dying and
generating cells stops, we call it death.
Our body exists because it changes. When
that change stops, the body dies. The
modern search for anti-aging solutions
proves that here again we are in search of
something permanent.
That infinite being who perceives
these changes does not change itself. It is
the perceived that changes not the
perceiver. The goal of life is to realize that
‘I’ who is the perceiver of the changes is
the ‘me’ who does not change. All those
which are our objects of perception fall in
the category of ‘perceived’ and hence
must perish one day. Let this be the
beautiful nature around us or our own
body.
We remain so engrossed in the everchanging world that we have no time to
look at ourselves – that self which is an
unchanging reality. That unchanging ‘Me’
is called God or Atman or Brahman.
Our Vedas say that God is not which
the eyes can see, but it is because of
whom eyes can see; God is not about
whom the mind can think, but because of
whom the mind can think.
In this ever-changing, ever-decaying,
finite world ever-traveling towards death
is an object. I AM THE SUBJECT. I am
the unchanging reality which perceives
the dream of this changing world.
–Swami Samachittananda
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Pearls of Wisdom
Uddhava Gita
Translated by Swami Madhavananda

The Lord said:
It is the disturbance among these that caused the doubt
which is the ground of contention among the disputants.
This doubt vanishes when one attains calmness of mind
and self-control, and after that dispute, too, is at an end.
O best of men, it is owing to their mutual interpenetration
that the categories are enumerated in the relation of cause
and effect, according to the view of the particular
exponent.
In the same category, be it cause or effect, all the other
categories are seen to be included.
Therefore we accept as true the causal order and
enumeration of the categories upheld by the different
exponents, just as their mouth utters them; for there is
reason behind them all.

(To be continued)

Uddhava Gita 17 (6 – 9)
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The Undivided Consecration
Swami Bhajanananda
Undivided Consecration
If we want to succeed in any enterprise we
must give undivided attention to it.
Undivided attention means an undivided
life, the consecration of one’s whole life.
The goal we aim at may be immediately
attainable or it may take several years; in
either case, as long as the goal remains
unrealized we have to give our whole life
to it.

asked a merchant who was carrying
offerings to a wayside shrine of Ganesha,
the Hindu god reputed to be the remover
of obstacles and bestower of prosperity:
“Why do you worship that stone idol?
Why don’t you worship the one true
God?” The merchant replied: “That
wouldn’t be honest. To worship the
highest form of deity I would have to
cease to care for money. I would have to
give up shop keeping and devote my
whole life to Him.”

This is one of the most important lessons
we learn from the lives of great people,
people who reached the height of
excellence in their fields of activity: art,
science, business, politics, spirituality.
Michael Faraday the scientist, Thomas
Edison the inventor, Joshua Reynolds the
painter, Rodin the sculptor, Albert
Schweitzer the medical missionary,
Francis of Assisi the saint—the life of
every one of them was a total consecration
to their chosen goal.

The merchant’s reply showed not only his
sincerity but also his sound pragmatic
sense. For anything short of the
dedication of one’s whole life will not be
the worship of the one true God and will
bring precious little of the treasures of the
Spirit. Had that Hindu merchant turned
to the worship of the one true God, he
would have become as greedy of spiritual
wealth as he had formerly been of worldly
wealth. The missionary was probably a
Protestant and was not aware of the
famous Jesuit maxim, Sis spiritualis
avarus et mercator, “Regarding spiritual
wealth be greedy like a merchant.”

We have to first of all consider whether
the goal we have chosen is the one that
our hearts really aspire for and whether it
is worth all the sacrifices that it demands.
Once we are convinced that it is, we
should convert our entire life into a means
for the attainment of that goal. If this total
dedication is necessary for all worthwhile
endeavors in secular life, it is all the more
necessary in spiritual life.

The question is often asked: Why is it that
some people even after practicing japa
(the repetition of God’s name) and
meditation for a number of years do not
succeed in realizing the light of the Spirit?
In most of these instances the chief cause
of failure usually turns out to be lack of
undivided application. The Bhagavad Gita
states: “The intellect of a persevering

An anecdote recorded by Sister Devamata
in one of her books vividly illustrates this
point. A Christian missionary in Madras

Swami Bhajanananda, one of the Trustees of the Ramakrishna Math and a Governing Body
Member of the Ramakrishna Mission was the editor of Prabuddha Bharata from 1979 through
1986, and has contributed many articles to various Vedanta journals. This article was ﬁrst
published in the February, 1986 Prabuddha Bharata.
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aspirant is one-pointed, whereas the
intellect of the unpersevering is manybranched and aimless.” The same idea has
been expressed with characteristic
simplicity by Sri Ramakrishna: “If you
want sixteen annas worth of cloth, you
must pay sixteen annas.”

The real cause is internal and may be best
described as self-alienation. Selfalienation means the estrangement of one
part of the soul from another part. In
most people the ego is cut off from its own
foundation, the inmost Self or
pratyagatman, or from universal life or
virat.

It is generally seen that as long as a
person leads a thoroughly worldly life he
or she has only one chief (though not
high) aim in life—as for instance, to
become the director of a company, the
chair of a department, the president of an
institution, the principal of a college, an
athlete, a musician or a writer—and is
able to attune his or her whole life to the
pursuit of that goal, and succeeds in
deriving some satisfaction from that.
However, when that person turns to
spiritual life, he or she finds their life
divided between two mutually
incompatible goals.

It is not external circumstances or other
people that are preventing us from having
one-pointed dedication to our chosen
ideal in life but divisions in the soul.
Official responsibilities, unfavorable
living conditions or unsympathetic
relatives may cause temporary
distractions, but these external factors
will not deflect us from the main quest if
the inner life is integrated.
Self-alienation is a form of spiritual loss
which affects all parts of the soul—feeling,
will and reason. Sri Ramakrishna has
described this loss as “theft in the
sanctum of the heart.” Patanjali has
referred to forgetfulness as theft
(sampramosha) of the object of
experience from the mind. By “theft” Sri
Ramakrishna meant not mere absentmindedness but
something deeper.
The cream of
human feelings is
love, and the heart
is its sanctum. By
“the room of
feeling” what Sri
Ramakrishna
meant was this
inner sanctum.

Owing to this conflict of aims the aspirant
is unable to intensify the effort in either
direction. Lack of intensity reduces the
zest for life, produces feelings of
ineffectiveness and boredom and prevents
the person from
attaining success in
worldly life as well
as spiritual life.
That condition may
be described as ito
nashtah tato
b h r a s h t a h
(“Deprived of this
place, denied that
place.”)
“Theft in the
Sanctum of the
Heart”
All people may not
have an acute
awareness of the
contradictions in
their lives and
many of those who
have it usually
attribute them to
external causes
and “obstacles.”

In spiritual life the
heart serves as the
altar where love is
transformed into
the flame of
aspiration,
v y a k u l a t a
(yearning) as Sri
Ramakrishna
called it. All the
motive power for
the pursuit of the
highest ideal is
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provided by the aspiration. It is the
diversion of aspiration to lower ideals and
the fulfillment of worldly desires that Sri
Ramakrishna referred to as “inner theft.”
When this happens, no amount of
meditation and japa will produce spiritual
awakening. That is why Sri Ramakrishna
used to say, “If there is theft in the
sanctum of the heart, all effort will be
unfruitful.”

and the awakened ego will be able to
discriminate correctly between the real
and the unreal.
Introspective discrimination should be
supported by an integral view of life.
There are two ways of looking at the
world: analytic or atomistic and synthetic
or integral. In the analytic view of life is
seen as a vast stream of countless entities,
living and non-living, mutually
compatible or antagonistic. The self is
only one among these types and
consciousness is a rare and incidental part
of existence. According to this view,
human effort should be primarily directed
to controlling nature. This view underlies
Nyaya-Vaisheshika and Samkhya
philosophies in India and science in the
West.

De-alienation or Re-integration
The heart is the center where selfalienation takes place. It is therefore in
the heart center that de-alienation or reintegration of the self is to be affected. For
this the very first step is to detect and
understand the self-alienation process
through meditation and keep a watchful
eye on this process at all other times of
the day. We must be constantly aware of
the workings of the ego: how it separates
itself from the foundational reality and
operates independently in a sensual,
selfish or arrogant way. This constant
inward alertness is described as “guarding
the heart” in some Christian ascetical
works like the Philokalia. Buddha taught
it as the discipline of fixing the memory
(samyak smriti or in Pali, satti) which
later developed into specialized
techniques called samprajanya and
vipashyana (vipassana in Pali).

In the synthetic view life is seen as one
single organism with all its members
projected and sustained by the Supreme
Self. Consciousness is the fundamental
reality. All problems are understood in
their relation to one’s own self and their
solutions are sought primarily through
the transformation of consciousness. This
view is held mainly by the Vedanta system
of philosophy based on the Upanishads.
This is the view that can help us in ending
self-alienation and in re-integrating our
lives.

In Vedanta this inward alertness is
achieved through the process of viveka or
discrimination. Viveka is generally
described as discrimination between the
real and the unreal. But when this is done
by an unawakened ego, it often becomes a
form of spiritual romance or one of the
several types of self-deception that the
ego indulges in. That is why many people,
in spite of reading about maya and talking
about the unreality of the world, continue
to remain slaves of greed, hatred and
other passions.

However, mere intellectual acceptance of
an integral view is not enough; it must be
lived; it must become a vision, an
experience; one’s whole life must conform
to it; everything that one does, speaks or
writes must be an expression of it. When
this happens, objects, persons, events and
experiences acquire a new meaning as
parts of a grand scheme of cosmic
evolution in which one’s own spiritual
evolution is included.
It is the self that gives meaning to
everything; anything that cannot be
integrated into the self becomes
meaningless. Love is not a mere emotion;
it is self-to-self contact. Married people
may be faithful to one another but, if he is
unable to integrate her self into his or if

Beginners in spiritual life should exercise
their faculty of discrimination primarily
to understand the process of selfalienation and to reduce their egoism and
selfishness. This kind of introspective
discrimination will lead to ego-awakening
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she is unable to integrate his self into
hers, the marriage will lose its ultimate
meaning for them.

self-alienation takes place and to find out
how it can be eliminated.
The Sacred and the Secular
The most commonly felt form of
contradiction in life is the conflict
between the sacred and the secular. The
popular notion is that temples, churches,
gurudwaras, ashramas and other places of
worship are sacred, whereas offices,
factories, banks, shops, schools and other
places of work are secular; prayer,
meditation, puja, reading of scriptures,
etc. are holy activities, whereas eating,
washing clothes, writing accounts,
business transactions, nursing the sick,
reading newspapers etc., are worldly
activities.

Work is not mere activity; it is the
expression of the soul’s creativity. A
person may do their work sincerely but, if
it is not integrated into his or her self, it
will appear meaningless to that person.
For one whose inner life is well
integrated, everything from the mighty
sun to the lowly moss, from the Vedas to
newspapers from meditation to sweeping
the floor, every person he or she meets,
every experience including sorrow,
hardship and humiliation has a certain
ultimate meaning in that person’s life.
Such an aspirant cannot do anything
unless its meaning is clear to him or her,
that is, unless he or she succeeds in
integrating it into their own self. For such
aspirants, their room or house is not a
mere dwelling place, but the external
representation of their mind. The books
they own are not merely sources of
information, but the externalized records
of their experiences. The people they love
become images of
their own self.
There is nothing
superficial or
casual about him
or her as their
whole life is
anchored in the
innermost Self.

Some people, especially sincere spiritual
aspirants, feel this distinction between the
sacred and the secular so acutely that they
feel miserable when they are engaged in
the so-called worldly activities. But they
overlook the fact that the distinctions are
almost wholly subjective and human
made; they have no validity per se.
Activities such as farming, construction of
buildings, keeping
accounts, etc.
which
are
generally regarded
as secular cease to
be considered so
when they are
carried out in
monasteries and
other religious
institutions. In the
larger scheme of
divine creation,
these distinctions
between the
sacred and the
secular do not
exist.

Every aspect of
human life is to be
regarded as a
department of the
Self.
The
development of an
integral life is not
possible if there
exist divisions and
incongruities in
these departments
of the Self. It is
t h e r e f o r e
necessary to
identify those
areas of life where

The secularization
or desacralization
as Abraham
Maslow called it,
of social life that is
characteristic
feature of modern
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intellectual understanding of this concept
is not enough. If we want to eliminate the
distinction between the sacred and the
secular from our lives, if we wish to
convert our work in factories, banks,
offices and laboratories into spiritual
techniques, we have to fulfill three
conditions.

life has been to a great extent caused by
the spread of western materialism. The
roots of western culture lie in the JudeoChristian tradition in which there is wide
separation between the sacred and the
secular.
In the Old Testament holiness is said to
belong to God alone. Since God is a
person, wholly different, transcendent
and fenced in by his unapproachable
holiness, everything else that is not
directly connected with God is profane,
unholy. (Agios, the Greek word for “holy”
used in the Old Testament, implies
separation or isolation. Holiness is a gift
of God to humankind. For example we
read in Leviticus 19:2: “You shall be holy,
for I the Lord your God is holy.”) When
science and philosophy eliminated the
concept of God from western culture, the
idea of sacredness too got eliminated from
it.

The first condition is the development of
an attitude of acceptance. We should give
up all hostile or negative thoughts about
life and people and should accept all
experiences, good and bad, as essential
for our own growth and progress. We
should look upon goodness, purity and joy
as constituting the main stream of
Universal Life, but should understand
evil, sin and sorrow as coexisting with this
main stream for the fulfillment of some
universal purpose. We should not
interfere too much in the natural course
of events, should try as far as possible to
live in harmony with our environment,
and should allow freedom to everyone to
grow according to his or her law of being.

In Hindu culture there has never been a
sharp demarcation between the sacred
and the secular. There are some sects and
schools of thought in India which do not
believe in any kind of God but this has not
led to the vulgarization of life. Even those
who believe in a personal God do not look
upon the world as unholy, for God is
immanent in it. The Advaitins look upon
the world as maya but not as unholy, for it
has Brahman for its substratum.

The second condition is the possession of
an impersonal outlook on life. This means
following a holistic approach to the world
unconditioned by passionate feelings,
prejudices and egoistic clinging to
persons. It also means the ability to enter
into a kind of mystic communion with
nature. Those who do not have this
inherent ability (which cannot be
artificially created or acquired) should at
least have an artist’s view of human
beings, plants, animals, the sun, stars,
mountains and rivers, or a philosopher’s
way of looking at everything sub specie
aeternitatis—under the gaze of eternity—
or a scientist’s grasp of time, space and
causation.

In the Upanishads the universe is
described as consisting of vibrations of
prana which itself is an emanation of
Brahman. In the Tantras the universe is
regarded as a product of Shakti which is
the dynamic aspect of Brahman. In the
Brahmana and Samhita portions of the
Vedas, the whole universe is regarded as
an altar in which an eternal cosmic
sacrifice (yajna) is going on continuously.
What is common to all these views is the
concept that “the Supreme Self fills all
space like a huge immovable tree,” as one
Upanishad puts it.

The third condition is the conversion of
one’s whole life into a yoga and yajna.
Spiritual life is not an escape from the
demands and responsibilities of life. Its
most fundamental principle is the
identification of the inner Self with the
Supreme Self, which is attained by the
transformation and transcendence of egoconsciousness. As this inner

If all space is filled by the Supreme Self,
then everything is holy and every activity
is a sacred rite. However, a mere
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transformation proceeds,
one’s outer life becomes a
participation in the great
cosmic sacrifice of the
divine consisting of
creation, sustenance and
dissolution going on all
over the universe
continuously. The inner
process of transformation
and identification is yoga,
and the outer process of
participation is yajna. It is
by coupling yoga and yajna
that we can eliminate the
distinction between the
sacred and the secular.

organ in the body derives
its power from Brahman.
The Taittiriya Upanishad
brings out this idea
forcefully as follows:
The goodness that is in
speech, the acceptance and
maintenance that are in
breathing, the action that is
in hands, the mobility that
is in feet, the expulsion
done by the rectum, the
plenitude that rains bring,
the power of the
thunderbolt, the fame that
is in cows, the light that is
in stars…. [all these are
powers of Brahman.
Therefore] meditate on Brahman as the
support…. meditate on Brahman as
great…. meditate on Brahman as mind….
meditate on Brahman as worship….
meditate Brahman as the Veda…..
Meditate on Brahman as destruction.

The whole universe is in a
state of flux, and everything from the
blazing sun to the smallest bacterium
owes its existence to the great cosmic
sacrifice of the divine so vividly described
in the Purusha-suktam of the Rig-Veda.
From the Universal Life we continuously
receive food and knowledge which
undergo certain changes within us and
return to Universal Life in the form of the
work we do. This cycle of processes
constitute yajna. No one can retain more
than what is necessary for the bare
maintenance of life; everything else must
be returned to the universal stream as
work. Whether we know it or not, the life
of every one of us is a part of this eternal
sacrifice. When we consciously participate
in it, our whole life becomes a yajna. It is
because we are either unaware of the
sacrificial nature of life, or do not
consciously participate in the cosmic
sacrifice of the Divine, that we live in
bondage and suffering—says the Gita.

In the Upanishads the distinction
between sacred and secular activities is
hardly found. All individual activities are
parts of a universal dynamism derived
from Brahman. Unfortunately, later
Vedantic teachers rejected yajna as
unnecessary for a spiritual seeker and
dumped it into the limbo of the so-called
Karma Kanda division of the Vedas. This
removal of yajna from the sacrificial
stream of Universal Life paved the way for
the conflict between the sacred and the
secular in modern Hindu society.
One point, however, should not be
forgotten in this context. The removal of
the distinction between the sacred and the
secular does not at all mean the removal
of the distinction between morality and
immorality, between virtue and vice,
between truth and falsehood. There is a
universal moral law known as dharma
governing both the sacred and secular
aspects of human life. The compelling
power of yajna itself is derived from this
law, and any violation of it will destroy the
sacrificial nature of life and will bring its
own retribution sooner or later.

The important point is conscious
participation. How to do it? By
transforming our inner consciousness.
This is done through yoga. Thus yoga and
yajna are inseparably connected. One of
the key concepts in the Upanishads is that
yajna has consciousness as its basis. The
whole cosmic sacrifice is sustained by
universal consciousness or Brahman.
Every activity is a sacrificial act and every
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Inner Silence
Swami Tyagananda

What is Silence?
We all need silence. If we are
continuously exposed to sound, it not only
affects our hearing but also produces
headaches etc and affects our peace of
mind. We can see why race car drivers or
pilots or those whose work requires of
them to spend long times on the tarmac
wear earplugs. Silence is absolutely
essential especially for spiritual seekers.

watching it) or excessive use of
cellphones, or the dire need to chatter
away with friends. Total silence is
unbearable because, when external
sounds cease, inner sounds become
audible.
The inner sounds are caused by our
thoughts: we “hear” ourselves and other
people inside our heads when we relive
past events or past conversations. We
“hear” our thoughts as we plan for the
future. We have inner arguments, inner
wrestling with past memories, inner
anxieties about the future—all of which
become vocal in some way. Simply going
to a quiet place may not solve the problem
if the noise inside the mind does not stop.

Silence is of two kinds: outer and inner.
Outer silence is achieved through shutting
out all sources of sound, either by
switching them off or sealing off our ears.
Through technology we can now
selectively silence some sounds while
letting others in, by using noise-canceling
headphones.

I am using the word “silence” to mean not
just the absence of sound but the absence
of all sensory inputs. Which is what we try
to do at the time of meditation.

Many people find total silence
unbearable, hence the continuously
running TV (even when one is not

This is an essay adapted from a speech delivered by Swami Tyagananda, the Minister-in-Charge of
Vedanta Society of Massachusettes, Boston, USA. He was in Singapore in January 2018 when he
delivered this speech at the Temple Hall to a discerning audience.
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The Experience of Inner Silence
The inner sounds are almost an
inseparable part of our lives. When we
sleep, these sounds don’t stop. They
acquire an additional visual dimension.
That is what we call dreams: an inner
audio-visual experience. The only time we
are free from inner sounds is in deep sleep
—but deep sleep, restful as it is, is a state
of profound unconsciousness. We cannot
say that we consciously experience inner
silence in that state.

Meditation does not mean thinking about
God. Meditation is a process of seeing
God. Of course, if we don’t see God (as
beginners, we obviously don’t), then the
next best thing we can do is think about
God. Unlike meditation, which is an
effortless state, thinking requires
conscious effort. Deep thinking, free from
all distraction, can and does evolve into
meditation.
In order for meditation to happen in our
lives, we need to prepare ourselves well.
We need to create silence in every
dimension of our being. Vedanta books
often refer to three dimensions: body,
speech and mind. A phrase often found in
Sanskrit texts is: “with body, mind and
speech” (kāyena manasā vācā). How do
we silence the body, the mind and the
speech?

The experience of inner silence comes to
most of us at critical moments in life,
moments when life takes us by surprise or
creates an extraordinary situation that we
may not have experienced before—a
situation that is likely to change the
course of our life drastically. The inner
silence is experienced whenever there is a
sudden major crisis which completely
overwhelms us and we are stunned into
silence.

Silencing the Body
Noise in the body manifests as
restlessness, and creating silence in the
body means allowing the body to be at
rest. When we sit for meditation, the body
must be firm but relaxed. This becomes
easier through regular exercise.

This inner silence has immense healing
power. It allows us to see things that we
normally don’t see. It gives our mind
clarity, even if it is temporary. An
important question is, do we always need
some sort of crisis to experience this
beautiful inner silence? Can we create
inner silence at will? The answer is
simple: inner silence can be produced at
will. That is what happens in meditation.

The body is fully rested when we don’t feel
that it exists. If the body is making its
presence known (usually through pain or
illness or involuntary movement),
something is wrong. We must give the
body the right amount of rest, neither
more nor less. This is not easy to
determine but can be achieved through
trial and error.

Our daily practice of meditation may not
have given us yet this gift of inner silence.
That is because our meditation hasn’t
become “meditation” yet. When we feel
we are meditating, most of us are really
“thinking” about God. Thinking is a
process different from meditation.

We must also eliminate useless and
pointless activity. This gives the body
greater focus and also saves time and
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energy. Whenever Sri Ramakrishna said
he would go to the Kali Temple, that is
where he went from his room, not even
looking at the Radhakanta Temple on the
way.

preserved, it generates tremendous inner
energy. Only then can a spiritual seeker
hope to have real meditation. When all
sounds cease, only the sound of the
mantra remains. When all other forms go
away, only the form of the Ishta (Chosen
Deity) remains. In that state of perfect
meditation, we experience true inner
silence, which produces real knowledge,
peace and fulfillment.

Silencing the Mind
Silencing the mind means getting the
mind under control. This includes not
allowing oneself to be overwhelmed by
emotions and feelings. Emotions and
feelings are a powerful force but, when
uncontrolled, there is no knowing where
they will lead us. We need to control our
feelings, both good and bad. If we cannot
control our positive feelings, we won’t be
able to control our negative feelings.

When we succeed in silencing the body,
mind and speech, we get in touch with the
Ātman, the “Quiet One” (śāntam). Silence
and peace go together. When we seek
peace within and without, in nature and
among people and in our own hearts, we
are really praying for that state of inner
silence.

Only when emotions are completely
purified can we let go and allow them to
do what they will. Purifying one’s
emotions involves living a moral life,
devoted to a spiritual ideal, with a mind
free from greed, hatred and jealousy.

Another great benefit of silence is greater
focus in one’s study and work, especially
creative work. The greatest inventions in
the world, the most innovating
breakthroughs, occurred in the state of
deep inner silence. Answers to the most
vexing problems emerge in the state of
silence.

Another helpful practice for silencing the
mind is to carry out our duties and
responsibilities as best we can and then
letting go. It is helpful to remember the
words of the Gita 2.47: “To work you have
the right, not to its results.

Silence and peace does not mean absence
of activity, of course. Karma Yoga shows
us the way to combine work and rest—and
do both at the same time. As Swami
Vivekananda said: “The goal is to
experience intense peace in the midst of
intense activity, and vice versa.” When we
succeed in doing this, we can do more
work than anyone and at the same time
enjoy a lifetime of vacation!

We must make a special effort to
eliminate useless thinking. So much
energy is lost in this! Allowing oneself to
become anxious or worried is a form of
useless thinking. It doesn’t do any good.
Silencing the Speech
We should also try our best to limit
useless, pointless talk. Let us ask
ourselves: What is the quality of my
conversations? Do I learn anything at the
end of the day through all of the
chattering which I indulge in? Gossip is
the enemy of silencing the speech.

Experiencing inner silence is within the
reach of us all. We have to begin by
practicing the three kinds of silence—of
the body, of the mind, and of speech—and
then experience it in deep meditation. The
fruits of that meditation will then show in
our life: through the way we think, the
way we speak, the way we relate with
other people, and the way we work
productively for our own good and for the
good of everyone around us. That is the
goal that Vedanta places before us.
Vedanta teaches us that we all have the
power to make this possible.

Conclusion
All these three types of silence have to be
practiced all the time and everywhere.
Silence stores up prāṇa, which is most
essential for meditation. Our prāṇa is
continually being wasted through useless
talk and useless activity. When prāṇa is
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I am He
Swami Kripamayananda
this, and forget our real entity, who really
I am. And not only do we forget our real
identity, but identify ourselves with what
we are not. The most common
identification of myself, is with my name,
which is etched so deep in my psyche.
When we are called by our name, even in
sleep, we wake up. So deep is the
identification with our name. Another
deep identification is with our body. We
consider this body to be ourselves, which
is very wrong. This wrong identification is
the main cause of all troubles that we
have in our life. All problems originate
from this misidentification or ignorance.
Atman is all Knowledge, all Bliss, all
Existence, everlasting. So how did we
become ignorant? The scriptures say, that
this question is not relevant, but it is a
fact that you are under the spell of
ignorance. Because you don’t know your
Self, you have all the troubles in life –
suffering, pain, misery, tension- all this is
because of your ignorance. If you come to
understand who you are in reality, then all
these troubles will come to an end and
you will shine in your own glory. The
glory of Atman is all peace, happiness,
bliss, kindness, joy and freedom.

Who am I?
This topic is somewhat curious – I am He.
The students of Vedanta are familiar with
the meaning of this. But for other people
this raises their curiosity. I am a man or a
woman and I am myself; how I can be He
or She.
But if we start thinking about the question
‘who am I?’, we get into similar questions
– Am I the name given to me, when I was
born? Am I this body? Am I the life force
which runs the body? Am I the mind
which thinks for me? Am I the intellect,
which decides my activities? Am I the car
or the house or any of my possessions?
We begin by thinking that we have a body,
a mind, an intellect, a house, a car, etc.,
but we are not any of these; these are all
just possessions. The ancient sages who
dived deep into these thoughts, could
realize who really they were. They found
that they were that entity which never
changed, which is immortal, which is
never created, which never becomes sad,
which is never born and will never die,
which is ever blissful, ever full of
knowledge and consciousness, ever
existing, resplendent, glorious – that am
I. This entity, they termed as ‘Atman’ –
the simple meaning of the Atman is the
Self or consciousness, which never
changes.

Where is this limited sense of ‘I’
located?
The seat of this ignorance is located in our
mind. Ignorance creates this world that
we perceive. If the ignorance is less and
knowledge more, we will see this world in
a different way. To a person who has
obtained the Knowledge of the Atman, for
him this world is joyful, blissful. For him
there are no enemies, he identifies every

When does troubles cease?
All other things described above, the
possessions, everything that we perceive
undergoes change. But although this
Atman is always there, we often forget

“I am He” is based on a Talk delivered by Swami Kripamayananda at
the Vedanta Society of Toronto in Canada. Here are reproduced some
excerpts from his full speech. He is the President of the Society.
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person as his
own Self. The
whole universe
becomes his or
her own Self.
The word ‘He’
or ‘She’ refers to
a Supreme
Being or God.
God has created
this universe
and all living
b e i n g s ,
including myself. Then to say that ‘I am
He’ would seem to imply that I am God.
As a body-mind-ego complex, it is of
course false. But Jesus said – I and my
Father are One! That time he identified
himself with the glorious soul, Atman and
he could realize that he was God himself.
Other times when he identified himself
with the manifestation as the body, he
said- I am the son of God! Sometimes he
used to say - I am the son of Man! Here he
identified himself with the whole
mankind or universe.
So it is important that we think about who
we are. With our knowledge about
ourselves, the situation around us also
changes; it goes together. Asking about
our true identity – who or what we are –
is not just a philosophical exercise. Our
concept of ourself impacts on the quality
of our life. We suffer because we identify
ourselves with this body and mind. With
this identification comes desire and either
the desire is fulfilled but it is not good for,
or the desire is not fulfilled and we feel
unhappy. In either case, we suffer.
Apparently Two, in Reality one
There is a beautiful story in the Mundaka
Upanishad. “Dva suparrna sayuja
sakhaya, samanam vriksham parishasvajate” – On one tree there are two birds.
One bird is very active constantly
searching for food, jumping from one
branch to another. When it eats the fruits,
it finds that they are of two kinds, either
sweet or sour. When it gets the sweet
fruits, it enjoys and becomes very happy.
But when it gets the sour fruits, it feels
very sad and starts looking here and
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there.
It
thought that the
fruit will be
sweet, but
instead it
turned out to be
sour. It gets the
shock due to
this and looks
up. It sees
another bird,
which is sitting
on the top
branch of the same tree, looking very calm
and serene. It has no disturbance or
worry, just sitting in its glory, doing
nothing. In this process, this lower bird
starts going upward. It continues tasting
the fruits on its way to the upper branchsweet fruit making it happy, bitter fruit
making it unhappy, dejected, sad. Then
again it looks towards the upper bird and
sees it sitting calmly. It goes up and up
and when it reaches very near to the bird,
a strange thing happens. The lower bird
finds that the upper bird is glorious and
light is emitting from that bird. That light
now enters the lower bird’s body, since it
is in the realm of that upper bird. Finally
this lower bird finds that it has melted
and then it gets the realization that it was
never in existence, but it was the upper
bird itself. What the lower bird was
eating, enjoying and suffering was its
imagination or ignorance. It never
existed, but was the reflection of the
upper bird. That is how we all are.
Nature of Atman
We are the reflection of that glorious
Atman or Brahman, but due to our
ignorance and misidentifying ourselves
with the body and mind we get into all
sorts of troubles. Then when we realize
that we are that all pervading Brahman or
Atman, then we become completely calm
and serene. What is ‘He’? There is a
beautiful verse in the Isha Upanishad –
“Sa paryagat Sukram Akayam Avranam
Asnaviram Suddham Apapa-viddham…” That reality, which is resplendent, full of
consciousness, which does not have a
body or form or wound and cannot be
confined, which is infinite, is all pervasive.

Nothing is there
where That is not. In
the Katha Upanishad,
it says – “Tad dure
tad u antike…” - He is
very far, too far away
and yet He is very
near. This is because
for those who do not
understand it is just
out of reach. But for
those
who
understand, It is very
near, in fact, It is our
own Self. This
universe is just an
appearance of that
reality. This world is
not other than that
reality. So how is the
world created?

not the Truth. Sri
Krishna says in the
Gita – “Mama maya
duratyaya” – This
power of Maya is my
power, or God’s
power, and is difficult
to overcome.
Swami Turiyananda,
a direct disciple of Sri
Ramakrishna, used to
visit him frequently.
But suddenly for
many days he did not
come.
Sri
Ramakrishna used to
take care of all these
boys and loved them
very much because he
found them very
pure, very dedicated
– and with the
potential to achieve
the highest in life. So
he asked ‘Where is
Hari
(Swami
Turiyananda), why is
he not coming here
these
days?’
Somebody said that
Hari was very busy in
studying
the
scriptures and
practicing Vedanta.
Then
Sri
Ramakrishna called
him at Dakshineshwar. When Hari came
to meet Sri Ramakrishna, the later
remarked ‘Oh I hear that you are very
busy and practicing Vedanta. What is
there in Vedanta – Brahma satya, Jagat
mithya, is there anything more in
Vedanta? Then Hari accepted this and
started coming regularly to Sri
Ramakrishna and started serving him
again as before.

Knowledge versus
Ignorance
Vedanta says that
this world is a
projection of
ignorance. Ignorance
(or Maya) has two
great powers – One is
called ‘avarana sakti’
and the other is
called ‘vikshepa
sakti’. The ignorance
by its avarana shakti
covers and hides the
resplendent, all
blissful, glorious Truth. Not only it hides
the Truth, but then by its vikshepa sakti, it
projects something else on top and that is
this manifested world which we see.
There is a beautiful example of the cinema
screen. When you enter the movie theatre,
first you see the screen (or the Reality).
Then they put off the lights, which can be
compared to the avarana shakti – it
becomes dark and you cannot see the
screen. Then the projector goes on and
projects the picture on the screen – which
can be compared to the vikshepa sakti. So
basically what we see is not the reality but
something else, which we get involved
and get enjoyment or suffering – which is

The identification of oneself with that
Supreme reality is Knowledge and
identification of oneself with anything
other than That is ignorance. Knowledge
is joy and peace whereas ignorance is
suffering and misery.
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Maharaj, a Man of God
Cliff Johnson
My guru, Swami
Prabhavananda, was a direct
disciple of Maharaj, as Swami
always referred to Swami
Brahmananda. In fact, in the
more than twenty-five years
that I knew Swami he never
referred to his guru by any
other name. And though
Swami Brahamananda was
known throughout the order
as Maharaj, when Swami
used it the name seemed to
be given a special warmth
and respectful familiarity. We
all knew that Maharaj
occupied a very holy place in
Swami’s heart.

do puruscharan (chanting
japa for a specified number of
times) for a year and perform
the worship, but that was all.
On three occasions he asked
me just to love him. Once I
was facing the mantle when
he approached me from
behind and whispered in my
ear: ‘Lovest thou me?’ I was
paralyzed. When I turned, he
was walking out the door.”
The Eternal Companion
For many of us that was a
A painting of
familiar story, one that was
Swami Brahmananda
found in his intimate
(Raja Maharaj)
biography of Maharaj, The
by Swami Tadatmananda
Eternal Companion. But to
hear him tell it, no matter
how many times, brought us joy. “You see,
We monastics had the special privilege of
Maharaj was like a king, a raja, but he
assembling in Swami’s room after pujas
could also be just like a little boy, too. If
or on other occasions. He would sit crosshe was in the presence of children, he
legged in his large, over-stuffed reading
would hide behind a wall and then jump
chair, and we would sit in three neat rows
out to scare them. He was something!”
on the large Oriental rug in front of him.
In his later years, after finishing breakfast
He would encourage us to ask questions.
at the Trabuco Monastery, he would stand
But too frequently awkward silences hung
in front of the large picture of Maharaj on
heavily over the room. One of the monks
the refectory wall. After quietly saying,
told me that during those silences “I
“Excuse me,” he would remove his shoes,
memorized every detail of that carpet!”
and remain with head bowed in front of
the picture. After proceeding to the
However, we knew one trick to break the
courtyard, the same ritual would be
ice. We would ask Swami to tell us
repeated in front of Vivekananda’s statue.
something about Maharaj. A smile could
It has been related to me that Swami once
brighten his features and out would
had a vision of Maharaj walking the outer
tumble memories of his guru. “You see,”
corridors of the Monastery at Trabuco. I
he would begin, “Maharaj never asked us
have also heard that he saw Holy Mother
to perform any disciplines. Hard
there as well.
austerities. He asked us to

Cliff Johnson (Bhuma), a devotee at the Vedanta Society of Southern California for more than 50
years, is a former editor of Vedanta and the West. In this article which appeared in American
Vedantist, September 24, 2010 the author gives glimpses of the greatness of Swami
Brahmananda, a Man of God.
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“I was very drawn to Maharaj”
“Even before I joined the monastery,” he
told us, “I was very drawn to Maharaj. He
had a special chair he would use on the
veranda of the Monastery. On one
occasion, when Maharaj was absent, I
found an elderly Swami sitting in that
chair. At once I went up to him and said,
‘Sir, you cannot sit there. That is
Maharaj’s chair.’ And I begin to pull him
out of it.

Swami Vivekananda also writes of this
relationship in his Bhakti Yoga: “Without
faith, humility, submission, and
veneration in our hearts toward our
religious teacher, there cannot be any
growth of religion in us…. Where this kind
of relation between the teacher and the
taught prevails, there alone gigantic
spiritual men are growing.”
Later the Swami states what many of us in
the West already know and, in many
cases, persuaded us to become Vedantists.
“In those countries which have neglected
to keep up this kind of relation, the
religious teacher has become a mere
lecturer…expecting his five dollars [no
megachurches then!] …. Religion which is
the highest knowledge and the highest
wisdom, cannot be bought, nor can it be
acquired from books.”

“He smiled at me and said, ‘Oh, I don’t
think Maharaj will mind.
“At that moment Maharaj arrived and
with a smile sat in the other chair. I was a
little embarrassed. As I walked away I
could see they were looking at me and
chuckling.”
To honor his guru, Swami Prabhavananda
started the Swami Brahamananda puja at
the Vedanta Society’s Hollywood Center.
During this ceremony Swami’s mood was
always elevated. Once I noticed that as he
was leaving the temple to go to his room
he was obviously in a spiritual state. He
was unsteady on his feet and had to be
supported by one of the devotees who was
walking with him. When we monks
assembled in his room after the
ceremony, his reminiscences of Maharaj
replaced all other talk. It seemed as
though on that day his heart was truly
joined to his guru.

Let us not indict books too harshly,
however. Many of us were brought to the
teachings of the East through a spiritual
book discovered in a bookstore or in a
friend’s home.
This latter was true in my case. When I
was quite young, I was visiting a close
friend, who was a Vedantist. I saw a book
on Holy Mother resting on a table in her
apartment and my curiosity was aroused.
I was about to pick it up, but she
restrained me. “This is not for you yet.”
This proved true, for I was initiated
several years later.

It seems appropriate here to say a word or
two about guru bhakti — love of the Guru.
It is no ordinary love. Hindus consider the
guru a deeply, largely unspoken
significance in their lives — equal with
God.

Though books are wonderful companions,
let us still heed Vivekananda’s words that
“wisdom…cannot be bought, nor can it be
acquired from books.”
However, there is one book that must be
read if one is to fully appreciate the deep
spiritual character of Maharaj. That book,
mentioned earlier, is The Eternal
Companion, which Swami wrote and
Vedanta Press published in 1947. He often
told us that while writing it “I would often
smell a wonderful fragrance. Though I
searched for the source, I never found it.
Then I realized Maharaj was blessing me.”
He met Maharaj as a boy of 18.

The guru and the aspirant
In his The Spiritual Heritage of India,
Swami Prabhavananda certainly had his
own guru in mind when he wrote: “The
aspirant therefore must associate with
one who is competent and holy… who has
demonstrated the truth of religion in his
own life, and who can therefore initiate
the disciple into the secrets of spiritual
unfoldment.”
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In the Introduction he writes of his first
attraction to Maharaj: “When I first met
Maharaj I was a boy of eighteen. I did not
know anything about God or the
realization of God, yet I felt drawn to him
as to a long-lost friend who was very near
and dear to me. I never felt such love
before in my life. It was the love of
parents and the love of a friend, all in
one.”

Maharaj was always there as our
protector.”
Those of us who were Swami’s disciples
were very fortunate to receive these vivid
impressions of Swami Brahmananda, who
is often seen by others as somewhat
remote and forbidding. Swami made us
feel he was a man of great spiritual depth
who lived largely in another, hidden
world. But, at the same time, he could be
warm and affectionate and often display
childlike behavior.

On one occasion, he was with an older
swami and Maharaj. “The swami looked
at me and asked Maharaj, ‘When is this
boy going to be a monk?’ Maharaj rubbed
the top of my head and smilingly said,
‘When the Lord wills.’ I joined the Order
soon after.”
Later, when he was still a young monk,
Swami was walking by a room at the
Monastery when he noticed the door
slightly ajar. “I looked inside and saw
Maharaj in samadhi and dancing in bliss.
Not wanting to disturb him, I slowly
closed the door and went away.”
I regret not seeking his blessing
“To this day,” he told us, “I regret not
approaching him, taking the dust of his
feet and seeking his blessing. But I felt
unworthy to do so.”
“Maharaj had a powerful body,” he once
told us. “And we found that out when he
was walking with two of us over an open
field. Suddenly we noticed a bull at some
distance rushing toward us. We
immediately stepped in front of Maharaj
to protect him. But he pushed us aside as
though we were feathers, and stared
straight at that oncoming bull. When the
bull was nearly on us, it suddenly stopped,
shook its head, and then trotted off.
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Swamiji referred to him as “Raja”
Maharaj was not the world traveler and
brilliant orator of a Vivekananda and
unlike many of his brother disciples he
wrote no books nor carried on a wide
correspondence. But his brother monks,
and especially Vivekananda, well knew
the profoundly deep mystical nature of
this spiritual son of Sri Ramakrishna. It
was for this reason that Swamiji, who
always referred to him as “Raja,”
appointed Maharaj as the first President
of the Ramakrishna Order. He served in
this capacity until his death in 1922.
The spiritual greatness of Maharaj was
often noticed by others who did not know
him. Swami relates the following incident
in The Eternal Companion: “Once in a
crowded railway station, I overheard a
man who had been observing Maharaj
exclaim to a friend: ‘Look at that man.
What part of India does he come from?
He isn’t like a Madrasi or a Parsi or a
Bengali or a Punjabi. Can you guess his
nationality?’
‘And the other answered, “No I can’t. But
you can very well see that he is a man of
God.’”

Sanskrit –
the Language of Indian Culture
“Sanskrit and prestige go
together in India. The very
sound of Sanskrit words gives
a prestige and a power and a
strength to the race” said
Swami Vivekananda.

affinity, both in the roots of
verbs and in the forms of
grammar.’
Classical Sanskrit is the
standard register as laid out in
the grammar of Panini. Its
position in the cultures of
Greater India is akin to that of
Latin and Greek in Europe and
it has significantly influenced
most modern languages in
India, Sri Lanka and Nepal.

Sanskrit is the primary source
of Indian cultural traditions.
Though now it is primarily
written in Devanagiri script,
earlier Brahmi, Grantha and
other scripts were also used.
Many of India’s other indigenous scripts
such as Kannada, Telugu, Tamil and
others are also used for writing Sanskrit.
Today, it is listed as one of the 22
scheduled languages of India and is an
official language of the state of
Uttarakhand.

The corpus of Sanskrit literature
encompasses a rich tradition of poetry
and drama as well as scientific, technical,
p h i l o s o p h i c a l a n d d h a rm a t e x t s .
Sanskrit continues to be widely used as a
ceremonial language in Hindu religious
rituals and Buddhist practice in the
forms of hymns and mantras. Spoken
Sanskrit is still in use in a few traditional
institutions and its use is on the rise in
some parts of India and even beyond
where a revival is attempted.

The term Sanskrit means ‘the cultured
language’. The oldest surviving system of
Sanskrit grammar is called Ashtadhyayi
(Eight-Chapter Grammar) of Panini
(probably 4th century BCE).
Other
popular works on Sanskrit include books
such as Laghu Sidhanta Kaumudi and a
number of books in different Indian
languages.

The Sahitya Akademi has had, since
1967, an award for the best creative work
written that year in Sanskrit. In 2009,
Satyavrat Shastri became the first
Sanskrit author to win the Jnanpith
Award, India’s highest literary award.

The pre-classical form of Sanskrit is
known as Vedic Sanskrit, with the
language of the Rigveda being the oldest
and most archaic, its oldest core dating
back to as early as 4500 BCE.
A
significant form of post-Vedic Sanskrit is
found in the Sanskrit of two great Indian
Epics – the Ramayana and Mahabharata.
Whatever be its antiquity, Sanskrit is of a
superb structure; ‘more perfect than the
Greek, more copious than the Latin, and
more exquisitely refined than either, yet
bearing to both of them a stronger

European scholarship in Sanskrit was
begun by Heinrich Roth (1620 – 1668)
and Johann Ernst Hanxleden (1681 –
1731). This scholarship is regarded as
responsible for the discovery of the IndoEuropean language family by Sir William
Jones and it played an important role in
the development of Western philology,
or historical linguistics.
Courtesy: The Vedanta Kesari – December 2012
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Learning an ancient Language
For the last three decades, the
Ramakrishna Mission in Singapore has
been pioneering the spread of Sanskrit
languange learning among its devotees.
Initially it all started with the teaching of
alphabets and words to acquaint with the
Devanagari script so that devotees could
recite the religious hymns with proper
pronunciation.

Through the relentless efforts of its
pioneering batch of students, Samskrita
Bharati is now witnessing a significant
growth in the number of students
enrolling for Samskrita Studies.

Slowly, interest in learning the language
grew and in 2015 the Ramakrishna
Mission planned a proper, methodical
teaching of Sanskrit to the aspirants. It
provided invaluable help to the Samskrita
Bharati in its efforts by allowing the use of
its venue Sarada Hall on Sundays at
dedicated hours and facilities for
conducting weekend lessons for its
growing number of students. Thus a
cooperative effort began with Samskrita
Bharati, an institution of repute in India
and other countries to take the language
learning to a different level.

The first program is a four-level language
course in which the first level “Pravesha”
is aimed at beginners. Adults of all ages
and children from the age of twelve (12)
are encouraged to take part in these
courses. Exams are conducted every
February and August to assess the
progress of the students. Upon successful
completion of examination, the students
progress to the next level.

The Singapore branch of Samskrita
Bharati was established in 2010 and is
run by a group of dedicated volunteers. It
is run on a non-profit basis with the
intention of extending the Samskrita
Study facilities to all sections of the
society in Singapore.
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At present, Samskrita Bharati primarily
offers three kinds of programs for
Samskrita Studies.

The second program called the
“Shatavaktaarah” is built for fostering
conversation skills and was started with
the stated aim of developing at least one
hundred (100) students who are
proficient in Samskrita conversation. This
program provides a platform to practice
Samskrita conversation by presenting
various types of entertainment programs
like plays, songs, discussions, news and
short talks on various topics in Samskrita.

The third program called “Samskrita
Parichaya Shibiram”, is a 16-hour
interactive workshop which aims to
introduce and teach basic constructs of
Samskrita to complete beginners. At the
end of the workshop, the participants are
able to converse in basic Samskrita.

Singapore, the workshop will be held at
different locations each month. To
inculcate learning of Samskrita from an
early age, Samskrita Bharati conducts
special classes called “Balakendram” for
children.
Along with providing Samskrita language
training to its students, Samskrita Bharati
also trains its volunteer teachers in
methods of conducting the workshops. A
10-day teachers’ training workshop was
recently held for this purpose where a
Samskrita Bharati scholar from
Bangalore, India was invited to train the
teachers. Similar workshops will be held
on an annual basis.

With its emphasis on Samskrita
conversation, the program is also useful
for advanced students who wish to
improve their conversation skills.
Starting from January 2018, this program
is offered every month as a 2-day program
in different parts of Singapore. To reach
out to and engage more communities of

The summer school in spoken Sanskrit
at the South Asia Institute, University of
Heidelberg, is attended by students
from all over the world. In Germany, 14
of the top universities teach Sanskrit,
classical and modern Indology
compared to just four in the UK. The
summer school spans a month in
August every year and draws
applications from across the globe.

Sanskrit in Germany

“So far, 254 students from 34 countries
have participated in this course. Every
year we have to reject many
applications,” said Dr. Michaels. Apart
from Germany, the majority of students
come from the US, Italy, the UK and the
rest of Europe. Prof. Dr. Axel Michaels,
Head of Classical Indology at the
University of Heidelberg, says students
from 34 countries have taken the
course.

Will Germans be the eventual
custodians of Sanskrit, its rich heritage
and culture? If the demand for Sanskrit
and Indology courses in Germany is any
indication, that’s what the future looks
like.
Unable to cope with the flood of
applications from around the world, the
South Asia Institute, University of
Heidelberg, had to start a summer
school in spoken Sanskrit in
Switzerland, Italy and - believe it or not India too.

“A significant part of the global cultural
heritage will become extinct if major
languages like Hindi and Bangla fall
prey to Indian English which, in the
process, has only got poorer,” he
added. An expert in Bangla, Hindi and
Urdu apart from European languages,
Prof Harder cautioned against such a
disaster as more upwardly mobile
families stop teaching their own
language to their children.

“When we started it 15 years ago, we
were almost ready to shut it after a
couple of years. Instead, we had to
increase strength and take the course to
other European countries,” said
Professor Dr. Axel Michaels, head of
classical Indology at the university.

News from MailOnline India dated 14 April 2015
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News & Notes
Sri Rama Navami
Sri Rama Navami was observed in
all devotional solemnity on 25
March 2018. The traditional
picture of ‘Sri Rama Pattabhishekam’ was tastefully decorated
with colourful ﬂowers and a
pitambara-vastra (yellow cloth).
Garlands of Kanakambara and
Tulasi leaves were great
attraction. At 6.15 pm, devotees
chanted Vishnu Sahasranamam
and Hanuman Chalisa. After
evening arati to Sri Ramakrishna,
Puja of Sri Rama began simultaneously with singing of ‘Nama
Ramayanam’ that was led by
Swami Satyalokananda. Nama
Ramayanam is the condensed
version of epic Ramayana written

by Sage Valmiki in Sanskrit. It
consists of 108 Shlokas in the
form of brief one-liners. This is
appended by a few short hymns
of great spiritual value written by
Saint Tulasidas. Swami
Brahmananda was fascinated on
hearing the Nama Ramayanam in
the South and he introduced the

The out-going
President

Swami Vimokshananda,
President of the
Ramakrishna Mission,
Singapore is appointed a
Minister-in-Charge of
R a m a k r i s h n a Ve d a n t a
Centre (Eire Vedanta
Society nee) in Dublin,
Ireland. He took charge of
the Ireland Centre on
Sunday, 17 June 2018.
The in-coming
President

In his place Swami
Samachittananda, an
Assistant Minister of
Ramakrishna
Ashrama
(Hogar Espiritual de Ramakrishna), Buenos Aires,
Argentina has been
appointed President of the
Ramakrishna Mission,
Singapore. He took over
charge of this Centre on
Wednesday, 27 June 2018.
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Ekadashi Days:
JULY 2018
Monday 9th
Monday 23rd
AUGUST 2018
Wednesday 8th
Wednesday 22nd
SEPTEMBER 2018
Thursday 6th
Thursday 20th
————————————————
Other Events:
JULY 2018
Sri Guru Purnima - Friday 27th
AUGUST 2018
Swami Ramakrishnananda Thursday 9th
Spiritual Retreat Thursday 9th
Swami Niranjanananda Sunday 26th
SEPTEMBER 2018
Sri Krishna Janmashtami Sunday 2nd
Swami Advaitananda Saturday 8th
recital on Ekadashi evenings at
Belur Math. The programme
came to a close with Sri Rama
Arati and chanting of Sri Rama
Mangala-shasanam. About 150
devotees participated
enthusiastically with devotion
and had supper prasad.
Sri Shankara Jayanti
Sri Shankara Jayanti was
celebrated on Friday, 20 April
2018 with due solemnity.
The programme began at the
Temple after the evening arati.
The hymns and bhajans on and
by Sri Shankaracharya like the
most popular Bhaja Govindam,
Guru Paduka Stotram etc. to

name a few, were sung in chorus
by the assembled devotees led
by Swami Satyalokananda. The
celebration concluded with Adi
Shankaracharya Arati by Swami
Kripatmananda and distribution

of cooked prasad to all. The ﬂoral
deco at both the altars intensiﬁed
the pure and holy ambience
suitable to the occasion.
Gopakuteeram Annual
Function
The Gopakuteeram is a
worldwide children’s life
enrichment program that is
conducted under the guidance of
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Sri Sri Muralidhara Swamiji, India.
There are 70 children
participating in the Gopakuteeram classes at Singapore. This
year, the Annual Day was
celebrated on February 10 at the
Sarada Hall. The Chairman of the
Singapore Namadwaar Sri J
Balasubramanian welcomed
Swami Vimokshananda who gave
advice to kids and parents on why
these classes are important and
how it adds value to our mind
and life as a whole. The Skit
portraying Bhagavan Sri
Ramakrishna with Totapuri
Maharaj and Girish Chandra
Ghosh made the audience feel
Bhagavan’s presence. The
program ended with dinner
prasad served to 180 people.
Blessed are the kids, parents and
members of Namadwaar for
celebrating this event!
Book Stall at Sivan Temple
The dissemination of
Vedantic knowledge is one of the
main activities of the
Ramakrishna Mission. The
Publications Division in India
and elsewhere bring out valuable
books, journals and magazines
on Holy Trio and Vedanta.
During the Maha Shivaratri
this year on February 13, a Book
Stall was put up at Sri Sivan
Temple which celebrates the
festival on a grand scale. The

Foundation Day
The Ramakrishna Mission
Foundation Day (1 May 1897)
was celebrated on 1 May
2018 at Ramakrishna Mission
Malaysia with bhajans, talks
etc when adults and children
participated.
The keynote address was
given by Swami Vimokshananda on “The Founder,
Foundation and We”. He
narrated the events leading to
the Foundation and the
sterling role of the Founder
Swami Vivekananda in not
only shaping the course of the
Order but also establishing it
on strong pillars and the
spiritual import of the
Foundation for the devotees
of the Mission.
The devotees from Nibong
Thebal sang several songs.
Representatives of the seven
afﬁliated centres to Malaysia
Mission spoke on their service
activities to the society.

Book Stall was open from 6 pm
till 4 am the next morning to
cater to the devotees celebrating
the Maha Shivaratri all night. The
devotees at this Temple had an
opportunity to browse through
different titles and purchase their
selected books. Volunteers ran
the Book Stall efﬁciently.
Peace Prayers

The Penta Pcean DTSP
Blessing Prayers were held on
March 2, 2018 at DTC Project area
where different Religious leaders
participated in the Silent Prayer.
Swami Jitamanasananda joined
as a representative of Hinduism.

Talks on Play Heightens
Intelligence
On 24 March 2018, TAPAS
organised "Talks on Play
Heightens Intelligence" for
parents and teachers on the
occasion of Sarada Kindergarten's
Silver Jubilee Celebration. This
was held at Bartley Christian
Church Auditorium. Three ECDA
Fellows, Mrs Elsie Tan-Chua of

Living Sanctuary Kindergarten,
Mrs. Dianne Seet-Swee of the
Ascension Kindergarten and Ms
Pushpa N of Sarada Kindergarten
were the speakers. More than 500
parents and teachers of various
kindergartens joined the
programme and they have had an
enriching experience.

Sri Buddha Jayanti
Sri Buddha Jayanti was
celebrated in all solemnity at the
Chinese New Year Celebration Ramakrishna Temple on Monday,
at Sarada Kindergarten
30 April 2018.
After the evening arati to Sri
Ramakrishna, Swami
Satyalokananda sang a few
hymns like ‘Prajna-paramita
Sutram’, ‘Sri Buddhadeva Stotram’
and a few verses from the holy
scripture ‘Dhammapada’. He also
spoke on the inspiring Life and
ennobling teachings of Lord
Buddha. The Buddha arati was
performed by Swami
Kripatmananda. The assembled
devotees had supper prasad at
the end of the function.
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Maha Samprokshanam
At the memorable Maha
Samprokshanam Function of the
famous Srinivas Perumal Temple
on 22 April 2018, Ramakrishna
Mission was represented by
Swami Vimokshananda and
Swami Satyalokananda. A good
number of devotees also joined
the function.
The 164-year-old temple one of the oldest in Singapore was re-sanctiﬁed in a consecration
ceremony known as Maha
Samprokshanam, which is done
once every 12 years. Holy water
from the sacred vessels was
sprinkled on the nine pinnacles
of the temple and the statue of
deity Sri Srinivasa Perumal (Lord
Vishnu), within the temple’s main
sanctum. Some 40,000 Hindu
devotees attended the
consecration ceremony.

Hon’ble Prime Minister Lee
Hsien Loong was present and
interacted cordially with the
religious leaders. Seen here is
Swami Vimokshananda
explaining to PM Lee about the
Ramakrishna Mission.

Lankaramaya Buddha Temple.
The Temple has a massive Bodhi
Tree with four Buddha images
placed in each direction and an
impressive statue of reclining
Buddha. Here the Theravada
Buddhist tradion is followed
based on Sri Lankan legacy.
Ven. Gunaratna inroduced
the two Swamis to the Children
and students of the Sunday
Religious Class. It was an
interesting interaction for the
Swamis with the senior students
who wanted to know more about
the Ramakrishna Mission and its
objectives and activities.
The Swamis saw the stupa,
the colorful Buddha statues,
paintings on the wall, devotees
making the offerings, paying
homage to the Buddha and
reciting prayers in the campus.
Ven. Gunaratna took the Swamis
around the Temple and
introduced the Swamis to the
Head Monk and the President of
the Lankaramaya Temple Society.
He also made a gift of Peanut
Juice packets for the Boys’ Home
of the Ramakrishna Mission.

Sri Lankaramaya Temple
At the close of the Maha
Samprokshanam Function of Sri
Srinivasa Perumal Temple on 22
April 2018, Swami
Vimokshananda and Swami
Satyalokananda were invited by
Venerable Gunaratna to visit the
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Located in a sprawing 5 acre land,
this Temple exudes peace and
quietude.
BAPS Mahant Maharaj
The Mahant Swami Maharaj
of BAPS Shri Swaminarayan
Mandir was in Singapore recently.
During his stay here, he was
welcomed and received by many
distinguished gathering.
Swami Vimokshananda
accompanied by Swami
Kripatmananda met him on
7 April 2018 and had prasad
blessings from this senior
octogenarian monk. The Mahant
Maharaj enquired about the
activities of the Ramakrishna
Mission in Singapore. He was
visibly pleased to appreciate the
seva activities carried out
everywhere by the monks of the
Ramakrishna Order. He was in a
nostalgic mood of recounting his
close association with Late Swami
Bhuteshananda Ji and Late
Swami Atmasthananda Ji, who
were Presidents of the Rajkot
Ramakrishna Mission Ashrama at
different times.

Spiritual Retreat on Good Friday 2018

singing a few bhajans. She was ably accompanied
on Tabla by Sri Rahul and on Tambourine by Sri
Krithik.
The Second Session at Sarada Hall began with a
reading from “Sri Sri Ramakrishna Kathamrita” in
Bengali by Swami Kripatmanananda. This was
followed by a speech on
“Swami Abhedananda”.
Swami Satyalokananda
narrated a few inspiring
incidents relevant to our
modern life. Smt
Madhavi Murali from
India thereafter
presented a Harikatha in
English on “Sri
R a m a k r i s h n a’s Ka l i
D a r s h a n ”. I n h e r
melliﬂuent voice she
sang relevant Tamil
songs in the style of
bhajan interspersing
during her discourse to
the great delight of the
audience. A Question &
Answer session was held
where
Swami
Supriyananda gave
elaborate answers to a few questions from the
ﬂoor. Swami Vimokshananda gave a brief
concluding address. About 106 devotees
participated in the Retreat and had lunch prasad.

The 1st Spiritual Retreat for 2018 held on Good
Friday, 30 March 2018 was dedicated to Swami
Abhedananda, one of the 16 Direct monastic
Disciples of Sri Ramakrishna.
The ﬁrst session of the Retreat began at 8:45 am
at the Temple with chanting of Gita Chapter 12
and hymns written by
Swami Abhedananda. It
was led by Swami
Satyalokananda.
Devotees then
proceeded to the Sarada
Hall keeping up the
mood of silence for the
rest of the Retreat.
Swami Supriyananda,
President of the
Ramakrishna Mission,
Malaysia spoke on “The
Poetic Vision of Swami
A b h e d a n a n d a ”. H e
explained the deep
meaning inherent in the
poems written by
Abhedananda which
ﬁnally rose to the status
of hymns being chanted
daily by thousands of
Ramakrishna-Sarada devotees.
Swami Vimokshananda welcomed the gathering.
Kumari Torsa Das from a devotee family in
Singapore rendered ‘Bhajananjali’ by melodiously
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State of Spiritual enlightenment or illumination. Nirvana releases humans from
the cycle of birth, suffering, death and all forms of worldly bondage.
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